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The Oregon Legislature voted to be the first to end
R1, single-family zoning. What does this mean to
homeowners who bought homes in R1
neighborhoods?
I see what RFK Jr. has labeled as “stack and packs”
going up throughout Eugene, and I have concerns
that our neighborhoods are next on the chopping
block.
One-size population growth does not fit all
communities.
Eugene is in a valley, and we need our large trees for
air purification and cooling. How many extra cars
before the air quality in a valley is compromised? Do
we have enough water for the proposed population
growth? What about existing roads, services, etc?
Boulder, a city similar to Eugene in environmental
and political ideology, limits growth to 1 percent,

and much of Colorado is slow growth.
Why not Eugene and Oregon?
At 7:30 pm Monday, Sept. 13, the City
Council will be discussing sweeping
changes to our codes proposed by the
Planning Department. Are you aware of the
possible changes?
The meeting will be on Zoom because of
COVID. If you don’t Zoom, you can call to
get on the roster to speak for two to three
minutes, or email the mayor and city
council.
I get my neighborhood association’s emails
and have received no information about the
proposed changes. In a democratic
republic, shouldn’t that be the first place to
disseminate this information?
Cindy Allen
Eugene

Web Letters in Response to
Paul Conte’s “Housing the Rich”
BUT CAPITALISM WORKS SO WELL ELSEWHERE
You’re kidding, right? The city of Eugene’s answer to
housing affordability and racial diversity in housing is to
let developers do as they wish in a diverse, healthy
residential neighborhood?
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Haven’t we seen this act before? I suppose the answer
for global climate change is more free-market industrial
policy!
Matt Purvis
Eugene

UPZONING WON’T HELP AFFORDABILITY
Re “Housing the Rich,” (EW, 8/12): Willful ignorance on the part of Eugene planners and planning
commission it certainly is. Claiming this upzoning would improve housing affordability is ludicrous.
Developers aren’t going to build low income housing without a subsidy. They’re going to build homes
that only the middle class or higher can afford. That’s where the money is. That’s what developers do,
build to make money. They’re not in business to help the needy. We’ve heard “trickle down” before, and
it doesn’t work. Trickle down new housing is not going to reduce housing costs for low income buyers.
These proposed changes by the Eugene planners and planning commission will only benefit developers
and help further erode affordable neighborhoods.
Steve Pringle
Eugene

HIGH END RENTALS HELP SPECIAL INTERESTS
Allowing investors to develop high-end rentals to improve housing affordability amounts to promoting
our very own local Big Lie.
It will have a negative impact on housing affordability for low income households. On top of that,
keeping unsuspecting property owners in Special Area Zones unaware of what’s going on is a calculated
manipulation of public process by the Planning Department.
It amounts to exploiting selective special interests’ opinions.
Erika Seiferling
Eugene

EUGENE PLANNERS NEED TO LISTEN
In reaction to the “Housing For the Rich” Viewpoint by Paul Conte in the Aug. 12 edition of Eugene
Weekly, I would like to ask Eugene planners and planning commissioners whether they are engaged
with Eugene’s citizens regarding their official duties, and whether Eugene’s citizens feel engaged with
them.
“Engagement” implies a two-way interaction among parties who express themselves and attempt to
understand one another’s opinions, and the data, facts and reasoning behind them. This process does not
generally lead to a single shared position, since there can never be universal consensus in a diverse
community. The point of engagement, then, cannot be to achieve universal consensus on issues, but to
satisfy community members that they have truly been heard and that they have truly heard the opinions
and reasoning of others.
Eugene’s citizens deserve and expect no less than engagement by city employees regarding decisions
that affect their lives in important ways. Eugene’s planners and commissioners must engage with us
regarding the zoning decisions currently being considered.
Charles Snyder
Eugene

DON’T LET THEM PAVE PARADISE
The benefits of trees to the landscape of our city are numerous: cleaner air, lower city temperatures, less
energy used to cool our homes, wildlife habitat and beauty. However, the city staff is considering a code
change that would eliminate current tree protections on residential lots. This would allow a residence to
consume up to 70 percent of a lot (up from 50 percent).
This is one of many changes being proposed in the name of “affordable housing.” Imagine another
summer like the one we’ve experienced this year, but add another 2 to 11 degrees, the reported
difference by the USDA in a study of the impact of the urban tree canopy. There is an abundance of
evidence to support increasing and protecting the urban tree canopy.
Where is the data to support the city staff’s proposal? It does not have to be a choice: We can have
intelligent, data-driven changes and affordable housing.
Chances are, these changes to the city code are news to you. Stay informed and let the city staff know
you want the residents of this city to be involved. Sign up for land use updates and submit comments to
the Eugene Mayor, City Council and City Manager (MayorCouncilandCityManager@Eugene-or.gov)
ahead of the Sept. 15 work session.
Rachael Latimer
Eugene

CITY PLANNERS WILL INCREASE HOMELESSNESS
I wholeheartedly agree with Paul Conte’s Viewpoint (Housing for the Rich,” EW 8/12). Gentrification
displaces many households, and the latest efforts by city planning staff only worsens the problem. We
need more housing affordability, not more high-rental properties in Eugene.
Duncan Rhodes
Eugene

WHAT WE NEED IS LOW-COST HOUSING
Eugeneans, awaken! It seems to be human nature to not engage until something designed by someone
else without our input is staring us in the face. “It” is Eugene building code being proposed to City
Council by the Planning and Development to address HB 2001, the state’s mandate to increase different
housing forms, e.g. duplex, cottage clusters, across single-family residential zones with the hope of
improving housing affordability by increasing neighborhood infill.
Eugene’s planning department, without supportive data, is going well beyond that which is required by
the law. We need housing, no question, but the vast majority of housing that we need is affordable
housing for our lowest-income neighbors. That does not happen without economic support, so what is
proposed is housing deregulation. The city claims “filtering” will open up more housing for those with
the lowest incomes as we build more housing.
That is unlikely given so many of the lowest rent houses will be torn down to maximize a developer’s
build potential. Where do those renters go? Another aspect of infill building is increased lot coverage,
which equates to lesser green space and tree coverage, a direct hit against our commitment to climate
recovery goals.
Do some research for yourself. The planning department is sharing an incomplete picture, and instead of
moving with caution, they are throwing all sails (equity, climate recovery) to the wind. Approved code
is difficult to change. We need to get it right the first time. Less is better!
Margie James
Eugene

HOMELESSNESS IS ABOUT WEALTH DISPARITY
It’s been said of Americans that they will generally come up with the solution to a problem — after
having tried everything else first.
I feel that way about the many games being played around the shortage of affordable housing. Paul
Conte’s excellent “Housing the Rich” (EW 8/12) is a terrific attempt to cut through the gamesmanship
and focus on the realities.
The real solution is in Conte’s quote from a Black advocacy group: “[F]air housing will only be fulfilled
if displacement prevention and preservation/production of deeply affordable housing are uppermost
priorities.” The opposite result is illustrated in Conte’s example of a new quadplex at 94 and 96 W. 15th
Avenue, where the developer demolished two former lower-cost rentals, displacing the occupants, and
each apartment now rents for $3,195 a month.
The shortage of affordable housing results from the maldistribution of wealth and income, the shortage
of living wage jobs, the failure of governments to tax wealthy individual and business interests fairly,
and other inequities currently shredding the social fabric. Resulting homelessness won’t be fixed by
allowing speculators to build and sell or rent housing on lots now occupied by affordable homes, thus
destroying the livability of neighborhoods.
Instead, we need to fix those inequities and use the resulting funds to build public housing — lots of it,
on the model of the housing built by St. Vinnie’s and other affordable housing projects in Eugene. And
meanwhile, keep the affordable housing we already have.
For more info: Housing-Facts.org.
Robert Roth
Eugene

NO TO RADICAL UPZONING
Paul Conte’s Viewpoint (“Housing the Rich,” 8/12) is timely and spot on. I live in the Jefferson
Westside neighborhood and have witnessed firsthand the complete disconnect when housing policy
aspirations don’t match reality on the ground, and when older housing is replaced with high-end condos
and apartments. I have also been party to sensible, community-driven solutions, not to one-size-fits-all
zoning (Jefferson Westside Special Area Zone).
It is a documented fact that Eugene has a housing shortage, but what is less well known is that the vast
majority of the housing shortage is in the lower income strata. So yes, the wholesale demolition of older,
relatively inexpensive homes in favor of high-priced multiplexes is increasing housing stock, but only in
the upper income strata. In reality, this approach is exacerbating the lower income heart of the housing
shortage. Eugene’s leaders should strive to maintain the current housing stock, while finding ways to
subsidize the building of meaningful numbers of work force and affordable housing.
Residential zoning should be nuanced and developed with the unique aspects of each neighborhood in
mind. I have experienced the livability degradation and out-migration of long-term residents brought on
by simple-minded zoning policy. Because the world is not black and white, the best solutions are found
in the gray shades. Citizen involvement is key to good zoning. The proposed uniform, radical up-zoning
of all Eugene neighborhoods is a bad idea. Details matter. Wake up, Eugene, before it is too late.
Tom Happy
Eugene

PLANNING TO HELP THE RICH
City planners are proposing extreme changes to the Eugene Code in support of HB 2001, state middlehousing legislation. The proposed changes go far beyond the intent of HB 2001 and would facilitate the
construction of market rate rentals, not affordable housing. These changes will potentially alter the
character of single-family neighborhoods.
HB 2001 defines middle housing as duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, row houses and cottage clusters. The
law requires that cities allow duplexes on all single-family lots, and the other housing types in all
residential neighborhoods.
This project has been active for over a year with little public engagement. The general public has had no
chance to understand these changes or provide comments.
The staff’s proposal would reduce duplex lot sizes from 8,000 square feet to as little as 1,688 square
feet. Building heights would increase to allow three-story structures built next to single-family homes.
Off-street parking would not be required. Middle housing would be exempt from tree preservation
standards. There are many more changes that go far beyond the state requirements and have negative
impacts.
HB 2001 provides the opportunity for Eugene to add housing and preserve neighborhood compatibility
by simply implementing the minimum standards. There is no need to go beyond those requirements. The
staff’s extreme deregulation will not incentivize housing that’s affordable to lower-income households.
Instead, it will incentivize expensive, market-rate housing.
City staff and councilors should make these proposals clear to the public in open meetings with
comment opportunities. Residents must get involved to maintain their neighborhood livability.
Bill Aspegren
Eugene

PLANNING TO INCREASE CLIMATE CHANGE
Recent articles highlighting the importance of Eugene’s tree canopy and the impact of heat islands or
heat disparity have failed to note the absence of the Planning Department in this important conversation.
One might assume that the planning staff is unaware of the discussion happening elsewhere in the city
or, more likely, they’re being pushed beyond reasonable residential code changes by powerful lobbyists
whose interests lie elsewhere.
For example, the planning staff and commissioners are both currently recommending that the City
Council “exempt middle housing from tree preservation standards” as part of upcoming residential
zones changes. (Middle housing traditionally meant a small multi-unit building but that has now shifted
to multiples of single family houses on very small lots.)
At the same time, they are recommending minimum lot sizes so unrealistically small that with current
property line setbacks (5 feet for interior and 10 feet front) new houses will entirely cover the remainder
of the lot. There will be no practical room for trees, let alone gardens and play areas. It wouldn’t be
surprising to see these setback standards decreased as well.
The planning staff’s failure to address climate concerns is also glaring elsewhere. The most current
recommendations to the City Council include elimination of on-site parking requirements in all areas.
This one move will block the necessary shift to electric vehicles as residents will be unable to charge
their vehicles. Unfortunately, vehicle ownership will be a necessity as public transportation is very
limited in all neighborhoods with the exception of a few major corridors.
Carolyn Jacobs
Eugene

PLANNERS IGNORED PUBLIC INPUT
The Eugene Planning and Development Department’s proposal for residential zoning changes to comply
with HB 2001 deserves vigorous public outcry. I had decided not to worry about local HB 2001
compliance. I’m no fan of top-down, blanket-style zoning, but figured middle-type residential infill with
appropriately scaled affordable housing had the potential to be fine. However, the city planners’ stated
premise of making changes that correct historical inequity and create affordable housing has turned out
to be hypocritical.
The “public process” the city employed, while minimal and manipulated, revealed affordable housing to
be people’s top priority. Yet, aside from aspirational wording, this public input went effectively
unheeded. Compliance with the minimal HB 2001 requirements and using incentives, such as an
overlay, set aside for affordable housing was an option; but planners chose to throw all the bargaining
chips into the open (higher-cost) market.
Additionally, their plan does nothing to prevent or address the otherwise likely net loss of currently
more affordable older housing stock and the associated human displacement. Meanwhile, citywide
homeowners living in areas unprotected by CC&Rs would be permanently at risk of losing valued
features like privacy, trees and solar access as backyards are permitted to fill with taller structures and
lots divided into as many as four parcels.
This rezoning proposal’s numerous flaws are impossible to address in one letter. I implore people to
inform yourselves about the details and implications and let your city councilor know what you think.
There are better, greener options.
Pam Wooddell
Eugene

EUGENE HOUSING PROPOSAL FALLS SHORT
Housing affordability, racial injustice, economic inequality, homelessness and climate change are all
topics that have been discussed in great detail in recent years. The residential zone changes currently
being proposed by Eugene planners and planning commissioners should seriously address these issues,
but appear to fall short. (See EW Viewpoint column “Housing the Rich,” 8/12.)
The citizens of Eugene will be greatly disappointed if we find out that we have exacerbated these
problems by approving the zoning changes as proposed instead of using this opportunity to create
solutions.
The Viewpoint piece quotes a report: “(F)air housing will only be fulfilled if displacement prevention
and preservation/production of deeply affordable housing are uppermost priorities.”
Adequate attention has not been paid to the negative effects that demolition of existing affordable
housing can have on those who will be displaced into a housing market that is already out of balance.
The new residential zone changes need to include provisions that focus on preserving and producing
deeply affordable housing as part of this process, not separate from it. The proposed changes also need
provisions for preserving our tree canopy and green spaces for the health of our entire community.
As a community we want to find ways to house people of all income levels and races in a healthy
environment. Proposals that only smooth the path for investors and builders to add market-rate middle
housing in single family neighborhoods without equal provisions for improving, preserving and adding
affordable housing options are not acceptable.
Susan Cummings
Eugene

THE ANSWER IS TO BUILD MORE HOUSING
Contrary to Paul Conte’s assertions (“Housing the Rich,” EW 8/12), building more housing — and
doing so in environmentally friendly dense communities with access to mass transit — is a necessary
component to solve entrenched housing affordability challenges. Indeed, recent research from New York
City, San Francisco and Tokyo all highlight the connection between density and lower rents/sales prices,
and long-standing research from respected housing economists has established a clear link between
restrictive zoning and affordability challenges.
But we can’t just “build, baby, build.” We also need broader support for housing vouchers (with the
ability to nudge families to neighborhoods of opportunity), affordable housing tax credits and incentives
to eliminate restrictive housing regulations that increase the cost of building homes for Americans —
each of which appears in the president’s housing plan.
My message to my fellow Eugeneans: Welcome more neighbors to your communities by supporting
reforms that promote new growth — particularly along mass transit — and fight like heck to demand
that local, state and federal government provide permanent sources of funding to address the needs of
low-income Americans in Lane County and across the country.
Andrew Kalloch
Eugene
Paul Conte responds: Andrew Kalloch misrepresents the opinions I expressed, which were that marketbased deregulation will not improve housing affordability and will cause displacement of non-white and
poor households. There are a few studies that find under certain circumstance, increased housing supply
lowers rents. However, none of the many studies I’ve reviewed have found that increased higher-cost
housing improves affordability of housing for housing-cost-burdened households. It’s obvious that
zoning provisions that exclude all forms of housing except one dwelling per lot prevent forms of rental
housing – especially subsidized apartments – exacerbate housing costs and racial discrimination based
on economics in the area covered by such zoning. The solution is not blanket, market-driven
deregulation. As one low-income housing advocate put it: “The free market is not the solution; it’s the
problem.” What informed housing justice advocates support, as do I, is careful zone changes coupled
with regulations and funding that ensure what gets produced makes things better, rather than worse, for
low-income households.

REZONING WILL HELP THE WORKING CLASS
Yes, Eugene does have a rental affordable housing crisis. If you pay more than 30 percent of your
monthly income for rent you are housing-cost burdened — if you can even find a place to live in the first
place. Look at working-class incomes and current rents, and do the math.
Eugene, like just about every other city in the U.S., has exclusionary zoning, meaning you can’t build
apartments in most of the city. It’s basically a class war between middle-class homeowners, who want to
keep apartments out of their neighborhoods, and working-class renters, who are half of Eugene
residents.
The law of supply and demand has not been repealed. A drastic shortage of apartments has allowed
greedy landlords to jack up rents as much as the traffic will bear. The result is that a lot of working-class
people can no longer afford to live in Eugene.
Oregon’s HB 2001 requires Eugene to upzone single family home areas by June 30, 2022. We don’t
have a choice. People who don’t accept this are wasting our time.
EW could perform a much needed service by actually covering the issue, instead of printing NIMBY
crap from the likes of Paul Conte. To quote the fictional New England police chief Jesse Stone,
“Information is out there, all you have to do is let it in.”
Lynn Porter
Eugene
Paul Conte responds: I’m sure “a class war” will produce lots of affordable housing for low-income
households. And, no, the law of supply and demand has not been repealed. However, it also hasn’t been
approved for use as a bludgeon in the hands of ignorant zealots.

CONTE GOT IT ALL WRONG (Eugene Weekly print edition on 8/19/2021)
Shame on the Weekly for printing Paul Conte’s gish-gallop (“Housing for the Rich” EW, 8/12). Any of
his statements is rebuttable. Space does not permit.
He says, 15th and Olive, oh my! The rent is high! The developers are coming to get us! Oh my!
Look, the guy is a perennial NIMBY. Lives mostly in Sun River or east…
Eugene is a big city. There’s 44,000 residential lots averaging more than 6,000 square feet. Ask any
landless person or camper whether they would be happy with 1,000 square feet? 25×40 feet? Free, and
unmolested. A large RV might be 8 feet wide, 20 feet long; that’s 160. The cost of 1,000 square feet of
land is like $200. Provable.
The home owners are hogging the land with their 6,000 square feet. Let’s be honest.
Thank god the Legislature passed HB 2001, allowing duplexes and even, four-plexes, oh my! And they
also passed SB 458 that allows partition of our oversized lots. History is a-making, Oregon.
I notice the bubble has peaked. Look at any random property on Zillow. They’re goin’ down. Yaay!!
Now we’ll see, finally, whether allowing duplexes, ADUs, etc. results in higher rents for the bottom 20
percent. Wait for it. The rents will go down.
Todd F. Boyle
Eugene
Paul Conte responds: It’s helpful to have someone demonstrate so well the hysteria, and absence of
credible evidence, frequently heard from deregulation zealots. I also imagine readers would love to find
a standard, 4,500 square foot, residential lot for $900, as the author seems to claim is “provable.”

